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I SUMMARY
!
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Federal Avi-
I ation Administration have developed concepts which save fuel while preser-
ving airport capacity by combining time-based metering with profile descent
i procedures. NASAconducted experiments where an aircraft descended from
cruise altitude in a fuel-efficient manner by flying with idle thrust and a
clean (low drag) configuration. This report describes a computer algorithmd veloped to provide the flight crew with the information needed to fly
from an entry fix (about I00 n.mi. from the airport) to a metering fix
i (about 25 n.mi. from the airport) and arrive there at a predetermined time,
altitude, and airspeed. Additional information is calculated for the
i flight from the metering fix to an aim point near the airport. The algo-
rithm was developed for use in an air traffic simulation to model the
dynamics of aircraft performing flight-idle profile descents.Q The flight path is divided into several descent and deceleration
i segments. Descents are performed at constant Mach numbers or calibratedairspeed, wh reas decelerations occur at constant altitude. The tiine and
distance associated with each segment are calculated from point-mass equa-
a configuration with idle thrust (except for onetions of motion for clean
constant speed segment where non-idle thrust must be used). An iterative
I process is used to determine the metering-fix altitude, within a prescribedaltitude window, and another iterative process determines the Mach number/
l calibrated airspeed combination for the descent which allows the aircraftto a rive at the metering fix at a prescribed ime, altitude, and speed.
The calculation for time and distance can be simplified by using approxi-i
I mate relations for variation of the rate of descent and deceleration.
Results for the B-737 aircraft show that wind and non-standard atmos-
i pheric properties have a large effect on the flight path and cannot be neg-
lected. Uncertaintyin the descentMach numberwas foundto have a large
i effect on the predicted flight time, whereas uncertainty in the weight wasinsignificant. A range of combinations of Mach number and calibrated
I
I
!
airspeed is possible for the descent segments leading to the metering fix.
small changes in the fuel consumedwere observed for this IHowever, only
range of combinations. Therefore, a combination based on flexibility for
scheduling seems preferable. Profile descents for heavier aircraft (in the
range of the B-747) were found to be similar to those for the B-737. I
i
1.0 INTRODUCTION I
The increasing cost of fuel and air traffic control problems motivated
the Federal Aviation Administration to develop a concept called local flow
management/profile descent. This concept saves fuel and preserves airport
capacity by combining time-based metering with profile descent procedures. I
Presently the flight crew is responsible for the altitude and speed objec-
tive while ATC is responsible for time delivery at the metering fix. |However, both the pilot and controller have little or no guidance to assist
them. A computer algorithm is developed in this report to provide the
fly from an entry fix through a profile descent to ainformation needed to
metering fix and arrive there at a predetermined time, altitude, and air-
speed. In addition, an algorithm is included to determine the altitude of
the metering fix such that the aircraft will arrive at an aim point within
the terminal area with a prescribed altitude, airspeed, and distance from _
lthe metering fix. The algorithm was developed for use in an air traffic
simulation to model the dynamics of aircraft performing flight-idle profile
descents, i
The computational algorithm divides the flight path from the entry fix
to the metering fix into the five segments illustrated in Fig. 1-i. Four
additional segments are used to simulate the flight path from the metering
fix to the aim point. The segments are numbered in the order of their cal-
lculation which are reversed from the order they occur. Segment 5 starts at
entry fix with cruise altitude (hc) and Mach number (Mc) and decelerates at 'h
constant altitude with idle thrust until the prescribed descent Mach number |
(Md) is reached. Segment 4 is a constant speed and altitude path to the
beginning of descent. In Segment 3 the aircraft descends with idle thrust JBg
2 I
m t:--
ENTRY
FIX
' _ 0 _
Md Md Mc
METERING
FIX
LLLLU
CASap h
hx
AIH
POIE' hmf
hsc
_-'AS1A-'_S2A--_'_S3A_A54A-_AS ! _-AS 2 _AS3--_ I. _S4 -_l_- AS5 "_
Ground Position
Figure 1-1. Geometry of flight-path segments.
!
and a clean configuration(lowdrag) at an attitudewhich maintainscon-
stantMd. As the altitudedecreases,the calibratedairspeedincreases, j
When the calibratedairspeedreachesa prescribedvalue (CASd),Segment3 I
stops and Segment2 begins. Stillmaintainingidlethrust and a clean con-
figuration,the aircraftdescendsat constantCASd until the metering-fix _
altitudeis reached. Segment1 is a decelerationat constantaltitude _
(hmf)from CASd to the designatedmetering-fixcalibratedairspeed(CASmf). I
If an idealflightpath were flown,the aircraftwould arriveat the meter-
ing fix at the prescribedtime. N
W
The regionfromthe meteringfix to the aim pointbeginswith Segment
4A where the aircraftcontinuesto decelerateuntil the prescribedspeed
controlairspeed(CASsc)is reached. Segment3A is a descentat CASsc from .
hmf to the speed controlaltitude(hsc). Segment2A deceleratesthe air- am
craft from CASscto the calibratedairspeeddesignatedfor the aim point m
(CASap). Then segment1A is a descentfrom hsc to the aim point h
altitude
(hap) at constantCASap. If an idealflightpath were flown, I
the aircraftwould arriveat the aim point altitudeat a prescribeddis-
tance from the meteringfix. _
For all the segmentsdescribedabove,decelerationsoccur at constant
altitudeand descentshave constantcalibratedairspeedor Mach number. |Clean configurationsand flight-idlethrustare usedthroughoutthe flight
path exceptfor Segment4 where the aircraftmust use non-idlethrustto i
maintainconstantMach number(Md). Time-meteringaircraftto fly pro- 'I
file descentsreduceslow altitudevectoringand fuel consumption,and
helps alleviateairportnoise sincethe aircraftfly longerat higheralti- I
u
tudes near the airport.
The BoeingCommercialAirplaneCompanydevelopedan elaboratecomputer
Pprogram(Ref. 1) to calculateprofiledescents. However,it requiresa
sophisticatedcomputerto performthe calculations.Much simplertechni- i
nques were developedby Knox and Cannon(Ref.2) and Knox (Ref.3) which can
be used on small programmablecalculators.On the other hand, some of the
approximations,particularlythe rate of descentapproximations,used in j
their analysescan leadto significanterrorsin some cases.
i
I
4
1
!
I This report describes a computer program to calculate the profile des-
, cents described above. It is simpler than that of Ref. i, but more accu-rate than the techniques used in R fs. 2 and 3. Results are presented for
the B-737 and typical heavy-class aircraft; and the effects of winds, non-
i standard atmospheres, and optimal paths for minimum fuel consumption are
discussed.
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I 2.0 SYMBOLS
t
a local speed of sound, ft/sec
I ao standard sea-level speed of sound, kts
AO, AI, ..., A4 coefficients for drag coefficient, Eq. 4
, CAS calibrated airspeed, kts
CD drag coefficient
i CL lift coefficientD drag force, Ib and distance, n.mi.
F engine thrust, Ib
I g gravitational acceleration, 32.174 ft/sec 2
h altitude, ft
i L lift Ibforce,
M Mach number
II p atmospheric pressure, Ib/ft 2
I
pl non-standard sea-level pressure, Ib/ft 2
R gas constant for air, 1716 ft2/sec2/ °R
i S wing area, ft 2
t time, sec
i T atmospheric temperature, °R
V true airspeed, ft/sec
i Vg ground speed, ft/sec
VW wind speed, ft/sec
i wf fuel weight, Ib
m W aircraft weight, Ib
X, Y Cartesian coordinates on ground with X pointing
I North and Y pointing East, fto o
X, Y components of ground speed in X and Y directions,
respectively, ft/sec
I _ temperature lapse rate, °R/ft
y - inclination of flight path relative to the local
i horizontal, degreesy ratio of specific heats (1.4 for air)
i AS distance interval, n.mi.
I
I 7
!
At time. interval, sec !
p atmosphericdensity,slug/ft3 |o track headingmeasuredclockwisefrom X-axis,degrees
aircraftheadingmeasuredclockwisefrom X-axis,degrees
_W wind angle measured clockwise from X-axis, degrees 'I
Subscripts I
m
ap aim point I
avg average value
c cruiseconditions
d descentconditions
f final value ,iW
g along the ground
i subscript for segment J
Wmax maximumvalue
mf conditions at metering fix *-l
min minimumvalue
req val ue required
sc speedcontrolsegment I
t value at stagnationpoint -
TOT total value _
W wind value
x conditionsat the cross-overaltitude R
U0 sea-levelor initialvalue
1 conditionsat 36,089ft I
n
!
t
I
1i 3.0 ANALYSIS
i The methods used here to calculate the deceleration and descent seg-
ments are quite different from those used by Knox and Cannon (Ref. 2). For
I these segments, the equations of motion along and normal to the flight path
are needed. Consider the sketch below.
|
!
! Y
i
J
i
I Figure 3-1. Forces on an aircraft.
i Nev_con'ssecond_law along the flight path gives (Ref. 4):
i - F - D - W sin Y (1)w
dV
g dt
i
!
9
!
I
For level flight, Y = 0 and Eq. 1 gives: a
W dV Ig t - F - D
or
dV _ at (F - D) _W " (2)
This equation gives the acceleration (negative of the deceleration) at con- gstant altitude. The idle thrust (F) and drag (D) are needed to calculate
the deceleration and they are obtained by the methods used in Ref. i. The lthrust is calculated from a two-dimensional interpolation of tabulated data
of idle thrust as a function of altitude and Mach number. The drag is i
given by I
1
D : CD g pV2S (3) i
where p is the air density and S is the wing area. The drag coefficient,
CD, is obtained from fourth-degree polynomial curve fits to tabulated I
data of CD as a function of Mach number and lift coefficient CL.
Co_o+_c,+_c_+_c_. _oc_ _o_ i
The coefficients AO, A1, A2, A3, and A4 are determined by interpolating iDbetween values tabulated as a function of Mach numbers. J
For descent segments, the rate of climb is
d_ = V sin Y . (5)
Also, the acceleration can be written as I
dV _ dV dh (6) Idt dh dt "
dV
Substitute for sin from Eq. 5 and_ from Eq. 6 into Eq. i to Eobtain
m
W dV dh W dh i
g dh dt = F - D V dt |
!
10
i
I
i
which can be rearranged to give
i d._h.h (F - D)
I This equation is used to determine the rate of climb for descent segments.
dV
Expressions for_ for constant Mach and calibrated airspeed segments are
I given in Appendix C. The equation of motion normal to the flight path is
(Ref. 4):
i W V dy _
g dt L - W cos y . (8)
For small values of IyI and _- , this equation can be approximated by
i L : W. (9)
I Since lift (L) is related to the lift coefficient (CL)by
I , ;c, ½ov__, /_o)
Eq. 9 gives the lift coefficient as
I CL : (11)
2W
pV2S "
i equation CL which, turn, is used in the cal-
This is used to calculate in
culation of the drag coefficient.
I The atmospheric density p can be obtained from the pressure andI
temperature by the ideal-gas equation of state
i : (12)__LP RT
i where R is the gas constant for air and p and T are functions of altitude(see Appendix A).
!
I 11
I
I
I
3.1 Methods Used to Calculate Time and Distance I
Consider the segments of the profile descent without wind effects for i
now. Wind effects will be considered later. Here the total ground dis-
tance traveledis ASToT and the track headingis e. With no wind the I
airplaneheading@ is the same as the track heading.
X dap AIM POINT I
I
RINGFIX
o l
ASToT I
0
(ENTRYFIX) I
Figure3-2. Groundpath for no wind.
!
5 5 mi
Now ASToT : i=SlASi and AtTOT = i__SlAti for the total distance(ASToT) I
and totaltime (AtTOT)requiredto fly fromthe entry fix to the metering i
Ifix. Four additionalsegmentsmust be addedto fly from the meteringfix
to the aim point.
ASi and At i for each segment for a prescribed value of IConsider
ASToT.
I
3.1.1 Deceleration Segments at Constant Altitude. - The aircraft dece- I
lerates with idle thrust in a clean configuration from a prescribed CASor IM to a smaller value at the end of the segment.
!
12 i
i
i From Eq. B-7 in Appendix B, the corresponding true airspeeds can be deter-
Ii mined from CASor M. Then the time required for this segment is calculatedg by numerically integrating Eq. 2, i.e.
, j: dV _ W dV (13)Ati (dV/dt) (F - D)g! Vo
i and the distance traveled is calculated from
Vffv°v/  v,vASi (dV/dt) (F - D)g
V0
where V0 is true airspeed at the beginning and Vf is the true airspeed
at the end of the segment. The integrals above are evaluated numerically
i using Simpson's rule•
I' 3•1.2 Descent at Constant Calibrated Airspeed. - The rate of climb is
given by Eq. 7 as
i dh _ F - D
i dV
The right side of this equation depends on CASand h only since _-_ is
given by Eq. C-1 in Appendix C. Therefore, the time At i is calculatednumerically by using Eq. 7 in the following integral:
I hf hf
dh (15)
At = (dh/dt) (F - D)
_ ho h0
J where is the altitude at the beginning and is the altitude at theho hf
end of the segment•
!
!
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!
The distance ASi is calculated numerically also by using Eq. 7 in i
the following integral:
mhf hf
f f f _ vo) I= V dh _ 9 d-ff + V dhASi V dt = . (16)
h0 h0 I
3.1.3 Descent at Constant Mach Number. - The technique here is the
_v |same as that above except that -_ is dependent on Md and h, and is given by
Eq. C-2 in Appendix C. Therefore,
hx hx 'i
At3 : (dhldt) (F - D)
hc hc I
where hc is the cruise altitude at the entry fix and hx is the cross-over
altitude which depends on Md and CASd only (see Appendix B). For this seg- m
ment V is dependent on Md and h only. The distance here is similarly l
hx hx Idh
3 (dh/dt) (F - D) . (18) Ih hC C
The four integrals above for the descent segments are calculated numerical- ily using the trapezoidal rule with increments in altitude as the indepen-
dent variable. I
3.1.4 Constant Speed and Altitude. - This segment is actually calcu-
lated after segment 5 because AS5 is needed here. Since AST0T is I
prescribed, then
I
AS4 = AST0T - (ASI + AS2 + AS3 + AS5) (19)
I
!
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1
i and
AS4
i At4 : (2o1
I where V4 is the velocity corresponding to Md at entry fix (hc).altitude
The total time for the profile descent from entry fix to metering fix5
i is AtT0T = i=Sl At i. For prescribed values of AST0T, hc, Md, CASd, hmf, and
CASmf, the relations above can be used to calculate atT0T. However, the
i proper combination of Md and CASdmust be determined which will make
atT0T = Atre q.
I The specific aircraft parameters which must be known to point-mass
calculate the aircraft's flight-idle profile-descent path are:
i I. Aircraft weight, W2. Wing-reference area, S
i 3. Maximumand minimumMach number and calibrated airspeed for air-craft in descent
4. Idle thrust as a function of altitude and Mach number
j, drag coefficient, Eq. 4, as a5. Coefficients for function of Mach
number
i 6. Fuel flow rate as a function of altitude, Mach number, and thrustis needed if fuel consumption is desired. Note that Segment 4
required non-idle thrust whereas the other segments use idle
i thrust.
!
3.2 Method Used to Calculated Md/CASdCombinations for Descent
An iterative method is used to determine the combination of Md and
I CASd for Segments 2 and 3 which will make AtT0T = Atre q for the regionbetween the entry fix and the metering fix. For a given aircraft, minimum
j and maximumvalues of M and CASare prescribed. The technique used is:
!
a
(1) Starting with Md = Mmin, use CASmax to calculate atmi n and i
CASmin to calculateAtmax for this valueof Md. If Atreq <
Atmin or Atreq > Atmax,a profiledescentcannotbe performedat _W
this Md and the computerprogramjumpsto step (4) below. If
> Atmax, someother meansof delaywould be required. •atreq J
(2) For the Md in step (1), calculate the corresponding value of
CASd which makes IAtTOT - Atreql < 3 sec. This is done itera-
m
tively using the modified requla falsi method (Ref. 5). Conver- m
gence is usually obtained in 3 iterations or less. It was found |
that this method always converged, whereas Newton's method
divergedfor some cases. The convergencecriterionof 3 sec was i
chosenas a compromisebetweenthe numberof iterationsrequired
and the accuracyof the calculatedresults. I
atreq - atmin n
(3) If Atmax _ Atmin > 0.3,the currentvaluesof Md and CASd are 'm
the combinationselected. The lower limitof 0.3 means the dif- M
ferencebetweenthe desiredmetering-fixarrivaltime and the |
minimumarrivaltime is 30% of the spanof time controlfor the m
currentvalueof Md. The 30% proportionalityconstantwas m
chosenbasedon the assumptionthatdelay,ratherthan advance-
ment, is prevalent. This constantcould be changedto any other N
value whichmay be determinedto be more appropriatefor local
conditions, i
(4) If Md >__Mmax, stop. Otherwise, increase Md by 0.01 and return to m
step (i). The criterion used in step (3) was chosen so that the m
profile descent would be performed at the smallest value of Md
which gave Atre q to lie more than 0.3 between the maximumand I
minimum values for this Md. This allows for more delay than a
speed up. The minimum value of Md generally produces minimum B
fuel consumption because the thrust required, and hence fuel con-
w
sumption, in Segment 4 is minimized, i|
!
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i 3.3 Effects of Wind
I It is assumedthat both wind speed and direction vary linearly with
altitude and two gradient regions may be specified. The wind affects the
I heading as as time required to arrive atground speed
and aircraft well the
the metering fix. For the computations here, the track heading (8) is
i assumedconstant throughout the profile descent. Therefore, the aircraft
heading (@) will change during the profile descent. Consider the velocity
i vector diagram below
X
i
m, cosy
|,
I Figure 3-3. Velocity diagram on ground.
i where
V = true airspeed
I V cosy = component of true airspeed parallel to the ground
i _ : aircraft heading
Vg = ground speed
I €) = track heading (constant)
VW = wind speed
I _W = wind angle = wind direction + 180° .
m 17
!From the diagram, Vg is the sumof the components of V cos Y and VW I
along the direction of Vg, I
Vg = V cos Y cos (_-0)+ VW cos (0-_W) (21) I
where (_-e)is the "crab"angleof the aircraft. It is assumedto be
sufficientlysmall that I
cos (_p-O) _ 1. I
In addition,IY lis sufficientlysmallthat cos ¥_ 1. i
Then
I
Vg _ V + VW cos (e-_W) (22)
and the grounddistancetraveledis 'I
fv f f |AS : gdt : V dt + VW cos (O-_W) dt
: (AS),o+fvwcos(o_.)dt (23) |WIND
This relationcan be usedto correctthe (AS)Nofor the wind effects. IWIND
(Notethat VW cos (e _ @W) is the tail wind in the diagram.) The time
Ati is evaluatedin the same fashionas no wind exceptfor Segment4. I
Segment 1 I
Since the altitudeis constant,VW and CW are constantand •
II
evaluatedat hm_. Thus
ASI = (AS1)NO + VW cos (o-_W) AtI. (24) IWIND
!
!
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i Segment 2
I Assume the wind speed and directionto be the same as that at the
hmf + hx
i average altitude for this segment, i.e., havg 2 . Then (25)
AS2 = (AS2)N0 + VW cos (0-_W) At 2
i WIND
Segment 3
I hx + hc
Here also evaluate VW and_w at hAyG - 2 , then
i AS3 : (AS3)N0 + VW cos (o-_) At3 (26)
i WIND
Segment 4 (Constant Altitude, hc)i
AS4 = AST0T - (ASI + AS2 + AS3 + AS5);but also
AS = V At + V cos (e-_) At .
i 4 4 4 W W 4
I Therefo re AS
4
i At = • (27)4 V + V COS(0-_)4 W W
I Segment5 (Constant Altitude, hc; this segment is calculated beforeSegme t4)
i AS5 = (AS5)N0 + VW cos (o-_W) At5 . (28)WI D
I Segments 1A, 2A, 3A, and 4A are similar to Segments 1 or 2.
!
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3.4 Method to Calculate Metering-Fix Altitude and Segments from U
Metering Fix to Aim Point
I
The parameters input to the computer program relative to these !
calculations are: i
(I) Dap, distance from metering fix to the aim point I
(2) Dsc, distance from metering fix to the beginning of a speed
control segment, Segment 2A. Dsc = AS3A+ AS4A i
(3) CASat metering fix, aim point, and for Segment 3A i
(4) Altitude window at metering fix I
(5) hap, altitude at aim point. I
The four segments from the metering fix to the aim point are shown in
Fig. I-I. Segment 4A is a deceleration from CASmf at the metering fix I
altitude to CASsc, then the aircraft descends until the distance from the
metering fix reaches Dsc (Segment 3A). At this point a constant altitude
deceleration is performed until CASapis reached (Segment 2A), and then a i
descent to hap. However, the metering-fix altitude (hmf) required to reach a
the aim point at the prescribed distance Dap is unknown. m
Initially, maximumand minimum values of Dap are calculated using the
prescribed altitude window at the metering fix (maximumand minimum values i
of hmf). If the prescribed value of Dap lies between these bounds, the
modified regula falsi method (Ref. 5) is used to calculate hmf. If the i
input value of Dap is outside these bounds, Dap is changed to the nearest
m
extremum value so that the profile descent computations for the segments
between the entrs' fix and metering fix can be performed. I
I
I
2O
I
i 3.5 Influence of Parameters on AtT0T
The separate effects of the following parameters on AtT0T are
calcula-
ted by changing each parameter by a small percentage and calculating tile
I change in AtTOT:
i hmf, Md, CASd, hc, Mc, ASToT, W, _w' and Vw.
I hen linear these effects can be considered as partial derivatives ofAtT0T with respect to each of the parameters above while holding the
remaining parameters constant. A description of the computer program is
i given in Appendix D.
I 3.6 Tracking Profile Descents
I After the profile descent has been determined, and the pertinent para-
meters printed, a tracking subprogram is called which calculates the air-
i raft's position, heading, airspeed, ground speed, rate of climb, and• flight path a gle from the horizontal f r prescribed integration time in-
tervals. The wind effects are included in this subprogram also. The
I tracking starts at the entry fix and tracks the aircraft until it arrives
at the aim point. The accuracy of the tracking computations is dependent
I on the prescribed integration step size in time, at.The methods used to calculate the tracking parameters in each segment
i re the same as those described earlier to determine the profile descent.Addi ional con iderations are ne ded, however, to calculate th aircraft
heading with wind effects in the tracking subprogram. Since the wind
I changes the aircraft heading from the track heading, a new aircraft heading
is calculated in each integration step. The change in heading is calcula-
I ed by the method described in Ref. 6 for a coordinated turn. This method
involves banking-the aircraft to an appropriate angle for the turn within
I the constraints of the bank angle and time rate of change of bank angle forthat aircraft. This part of the tracking subprogram was developed in
i Ref. 6.
!
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To understand the algorithm used for the computations, the equations I
used to calculatethe ground speed and track headingfrom the airspeedand
aircraftheadingare given below. (Referto Fig. 3-3.) I
U
° IX = V cosy cos_ + VW cos_w (29)
x : f_ /_o/ I
o I
Y = V cosy sin_ + VW sin_ W (31)
l
Y = f_ dt (32) !
o
0 = tan -I (_/X) (33) I
Vg = [_2 + _2]I/2 (34) I
f_h |h = _ dt (35)
/ov IV : _-_ dt (36)
I
dV dh
Eqs. 2 and 7 are used to calculate Tt and -d-t' respectively' for the last I
Itwo integrals. The integrals above are evaluated numerically using the
trapezoidal rule. Interpolation is used at the end of a segment since time I
is the variable of integration for the tracking part. I
I
I
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I At each time interval the following information is printed:
I T time from entry fix (sec)
i H altitude(ft)HDL track heading(degrees)
HDG aircraft heading (degrees)
X X-position of aircraft (n.mi.)
Y Y-position of aircraft (n.mi.)
VGKT ground speed (kts)
I VCALKT calibrated airspeed (kts)
I AM Mach number
PHI bank angle (degrees)
i PHIR bank angle rate (degrees/sec)
SS heading correction factor for wind effects (degrees)
I ROC rate of climb (ft/min)
i GAM flight path inclination angle relative to the localhorizontal (degrees)
!
3.7 Approximate Relations for Profile Descents
!
The equations developed above for calculating and tracking profile
I descents require numerical int_]rations for the time and distance in each
segment. For some applications these calculations may require more compu-
I tational effort than is desirable. Refs. 2 and 3 developed approximaterelations to perform the calculations. However, their approximate expres-
sions were found to produce significant errors in somecases. Therefore,
j different approximate relations are developed here.
!
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3.7.1 DecelerationSeqments.- V0 and Vf are initialand final "
true airspeeds. Assumean averageacceleration,then I
W
Ati = AV (37)
Iavg
AV : Vf - V0 (38) i
where I
: T + • (39)
vg 0 f
ASi = [Vavg + Vw cos (e-_w)]Ati (40) I
and
_ 1 (41) IVavg 2 (V0 + Vf) .
The accelerations d(_-_-Inand d(_tl * are calcualted from Eq. 2 using the air- 'I\ lu \I'
craft data for F and CD. I
3.7.2 Descentwith ConstantCAS. - Since the rateof descentchanges mm
slowlyand monotonicallywith altitude,it is sufficientlyaccurateto use I
an averagevalue,i.e.,
d(___)avg = TI [ d(_-t)0 + d(___)If (42) I!/ \ / \
where dl_-_!_land dl;_-ll are calculated from Eq. 7.\°V0 _f !
Then
_m
At. - Ah (43) I
' ii
2, II
I and
i ASi = [Vavg + Vw cos (e-'_w)] At i ., (44)
I with Constant M. Here the rate of descent does not,3.7.3 Descent
i
in general, vary monotonically. Therefore, the average value used above isdh
I not accurate enough. It was found that using -_ at 3 points and perfonningthe integration with Simpson's rule was much more accurate. Thus
L_)0 mid f
I (dtl are calculated fromUavg andProperties used to calculate _-mid
I havg. Then
ASi = [Vavg + Vw cos (e-_W)] Ati . (46)
i 3.7.4 Approximate Airspeed-Mach Number Relations. - Ref. 2 gives
approximate, yet simple, equations to relate true airspeed to Mach numberII
I and calibrated airspeed. They are given below.
I V(kts) = M (661 - 2.43 x 10-3 h) (47)
I : CAS (48)V(kts) I - 0.12 x 10-4 h "
I The cross-over altitude where F1d and CASd are prescribed can be de-
termined by equating the right sides of the two equations above and solving
I for the altitude. These approximate relations are reasonably accurate for
altitudes below 36,089 ft, and for calibrated airspeed between 210 and
i 350 kts.
The equation_abovecan be differentiatedto obtaindV/dh for the rate
I of climb at constant Mach number and constant calibrated airspeed. Theserelations are much simpler than Eqs. C-I through C-4 for dV/dh given in
i Appendix C.
I
I 2s
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3.7.5 Approximation to Effect of Weight. - The effect of weight on I
the time can be determined from simple relations if the weight effect on
• !the drag coefficient is neglected. For all segments, except Segment 4, it
follows from Eqs. 13, 15, and 17 that
= Atiold new (i = 1, 2, 3, and 5) (49) iAtinew Wold m
whereas for Segment 4 I
At4 = At4 new + i new (50)
new old Wold V4 Wold "
Thus the total time is approximately I
Wnew ASToT ( W ) i
atTOTnew = atTOTold Wold + V4 i new . (51)Wold
If ASToT _ , then the weight changes have only a small effect on 'IV4 _ atTOTold
the time required to perform the profile descent. I
I
!
!
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4.0 RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
I 4.1 Example Profile Descent
m_
i To illustrate the application of the computer algorithm, a profile
descent was calculated for the NASAB-737 aircraft using the following
i input data:
I Table 4-1. Input data for B-737 profile descent.
i W = 87,500_Ib VCMF = 250 ktsS = 940 ft z _,IC = 0.78
TO = 519° R AMMAX= 0.78
POI = 2116.2 Ib/ft 2 _MIN = 0.60
i HC = 35,000 ft VCMX = 340 ktsHFMAX = 23,000 ft VC N = 250 kts
HFMIN = 19,500 ft DSTOT = 75 n.mi.
I HAP = 9,000 ft HDGTRK= 238 °D 10 n.mi. TREQ 700 sec
DSC = 5 n.mi. KSEQ = 0
VCAP = 170 kts NOWIND
i VCSC = 210 kts
I The B-737 idle thrust and drag data were taken from Ref. 1 and are shown onFigs. 4-1 and 4-2. Fuel flow-rate data was also taken from Ref. I.
i A profile descent is required to take the aircraft from the entry fixat cruise conditions hc = 35,000 ft and Mc = 0.78 down to a metering fix
which has an altitude window hmf,min < hmf_< hmf,max and has a requiredI speed of CASmf= 250 kts. The distance between the entry fix and the
metering fix is DSTOT= 75 n.mi. and the time required to perform this por-
i tion of the profile descent is TREQ= 700 sec.
The remaining portion of the profile descent is between the metering
i fix and the aim point. The aim point is specified to be I0 n.mi. from the
metering fix and the speed and altitude there are CASap= 170 kts and
i hap = 9,000 ft. A speed control segment is specified to begin at 5 n.mi.from the metering fix with CASsc= 210 kts. The various segments are shown
on Figure I-i.
i computer algorithm calculates the segments between the meteringThe
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fix and the aim point first so that the altitude at the metering fix can be U
determined. From the conditions specified at the metering fix and aim am
point, it was found that the ground distance between these two positions g
must lie within the range
43.88 n.mi. < DAP _< 57.87 n.mi. I
However, the input value of DAPwas I0 n.mi. Since this value is less than i
the minimum range, the computer program changes the input value of DAPto
the minimum value of 43.88 n.mi. which gives the altitude at the metering
fix to be the minimum value of 19,500 ft. The distance and time for each I
segment of this region are given below.
!Table 4-2. Distance and time for segments between metering fix and aim
point.
I
Segment
IA 2A 3A 4A Total R
AS. (n.mi.) 35.54 3.34 1.12 3.88 43.881
At i (sec) 606.8 50.4 14.3 45.5 717.0 •g
The altitude for segment 2A (speed control segment) was calculated to be J19,150 ft.
With the altitude at the metering fix set at 19,500 ft, the computer
algorithmdeterminediterativelythe combination
Md/CASd = 0.67/263.7 kts i|for the descent segments between the entry fix and the metering fix. The
cross-over altitude corresponding to these values was •J
hx = 27,702 ft.
The distance, time, and fuel consumedfor each segment are given in B
Tabl e 4-3. g
!
I
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I Table 4-3. Distance, time and fuel consumedfor segments between
I entry fix and metering fix.
SEGMENT TOTAL
I 1_!_ 2/_ 3_2__ 4__ 5
nSi (n.mi .) 1.35 25.00 19.24 23.13 6.27 74.99
I At i (sec) 14.3 240.6 176.5 215.5 54.2 701.1
Awf, i (Ib) 4.4 72.3 53.0 247.1 16.3 393.1
I Note that the total time required is 701.1 sec rather than the input value
of 700 sec because the convergence criterion for the iterative procedure is
I +__3 sec. Of the 393 Ib of fuel consumed, the largest amount occurred in
Segment 4. Since this is a constant speed segment, engine thrust must be
I than idle thrust and, hence, the rate of fuel consumption is highergreater
than for idle thrust.
I 4.1.1 Influence Parameters. - For the profile descent calculated
above between the entry fix and the metering fix, the following influence
I parameters were calculated:
I Table 4-4. Change in parameters to increase time one second.
I CHANGEREQUIREDTO INCREASEPARAMETER Atre q ONESEC
I hmf -322 ft
Md -0. 0016
I CASd -2.3 ktshc 817 ft
Mc -0.018
I ASToT 0. ii n.mi.
W - 25,636 Ib
I
!
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These influence parameters were used to estimate the uncertainty in AtTOT,
and the results are given below. |g
Table 4-5. Effect of uncertainty in parameters on time. I
|
PARAMETERS ESTIMATEDUNCERTAINTY EFFECTONAtTOT (sec) W
hmf +_200ft _+0.62 t
Md +_0.Ol +_6,18 l
+3 kts +I.30CASd _ _
hc +-500ft +7.61 i
I
Mc +__0.01 _+0.54
Z_SToT +__0.2n.mi. +_I.86 I
W +_5,000Ib +_0.20
WORSTCASETOTAL _+11.31 sec l
|
This table shows that the uncertainty in Md has the largest effect (+__6.18 R
sec) on the total time (701 sec), whereas the weight has the least effect
(+--0.20sec). The approximateequationsgiven by Eqs.49 and 50 showedthat I
g
Ati increasedwith weightfor all segmentsexceptSegment4 which de-
creased with an increase in weight. Thus compensating effects cause the i|overall effect of weight to be small for this example.
An investigation was also made to determine the range of linearity for i
the effect of influence parameters on the total time required for the pro- I
file descent described above. As long as AS4 > O, changes in ASToT
affect Segment 4 only; and since the speed is constant in that segment, B
I
changes in ASToI_influence AtTOT linearly. Fig. 4-3 shows the influence of
weight and cruise altitude, separately, on the total time. Changes in
l
cruise altitude of +_I,000 ft produced changes in total time of less than
1.2 sec, and the variation is nearly linear over this range. The influence mI
-40,000 -20,000 0 20,000 40,000
i L , , ' ' Ahc (ft)
-I,000 -500 0 500 1,000
I
l Figure4-3. Influenceof changesin weightand cruisealtitudeo time.
I
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of weight was nearly linear for weight changes up to +I0,000 lb. However, i
weight changes of +_40,000Ib (out of 87,500 Ib) produced changes in total •|time of less than 1.6 sec. Fig. 4-4 illustrates the influence of descent
calibrated airspeed and metering-fix altitude on total time. The curves
are nearlylinearfor ACASd within+_2.5kts and ahmf within+--500ft. J
Changesin total time for thesetwo parametersare greaterthan those in
Fig. 4-3. Fig. 4-5 shows the influence of cruise and descent Mach numbers iJ
on the total time. Changes in cruise Mach number within +-0.02 produced
changes in total time which are nearly linear. However, changes of +_0.08 j
in Mc changed the total time less than 4 sec. As already mentioned,
relatively small changes in descent Mach number produce large changes in m
total time. For descent Mach number changes of +_0.02, time changes greater i
than 12 sec were calculated, and the variation is nearly linear over this
range. I
4.1.2 Span of Control. - In the previous example, one combination of
gMd/CASd was determined which would allow the aircraft to fly from the entry
fix to the metering fix for the specified end conditions. Actually, the're a
are an infinitenumberof combinationsof Md/CASd which will accomplish J
this objective. This can be observedin Fig.4-6 which showsthe spanof
control for the B-737. In this figure, the speeds and altitudes given I
earlier were used for the entry and metering fixes and the total distance
aStot was fixed at 76.05 n.mi. The two-gradient wind profile shownon J
Fig. 4-7 for the Denver airport was used and the ground heading was
0 ---238° . Note that the wind angle _Wgiven in Fig. 4-7 is 180° from the j
mwind direction, and for this example it gives the aircraft side- and tail-
wind components. Results are given for Segments 4 and 5 the same as i
described earlier, and with these two segments reversed. The descent Mach, B
Md, was varied from the minimum to the maximumvalue, and the descent
calibrated airspeed, CASd, was varied over the allowable range. It was R
found that som_combinations of Md/CASa produced cross-over altitudes,
hx, below hmf or greater than hc. Whenthis occured, the computer J
algorithm changes CASd to make hx = hmf when hx < hmf or make
J
hx : hc when hx > hc. These changesare shown in Fig.4-8. •|Fig.4-6 shows that a greaterspanof controlis availablewhen
Segment4 is the constantspeedsegmentand Segment5 is the deceleration
I
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segment. Refs. 2 and 3 had these two segments reversed. The two envelopes •
merge when Md = Mc becausethe decelerationsegmenthas zero length.For a i
specifiedvalueof AtTOT, the envelopesgive the rangeof Md which will I
producethe desiredprofiledescent. The correspondingrangeof CASd is I
shownon Fig.4-9 for Segment4 the decelerationsegmentand Segment5 at i
constantspeed.
Fig. 4-10gives the envelopesof controlspansfor ASToT = 50, 75, and I
100 n.mi. with no wind. The envelopesfor 75 and 100 n.mi. are similar, i
but displaced. However,the envelopefor 50 n.mi. is much smallerbecause |
Lwhen Md < 0.77 a profiledescentis not possiblefor the prescribedend
conditions.
" I
4.1.3 Effects of Wind and Non-Standard Day. - Wind can have a signi-
ficant effecton the time requiredto performa profiledescentbecauseit a
changesthe ground speed. Considerthe wind speed (Vw)modelgiven in
Fig. 4-7 for the Denver airport. Calculations were performed for the B-737 |Iusing this wind speed, but the wind direction was for a head wind, side
wind, and tail wind on a standard day. The envelopes of spans of control I
are shownon Fig. 4-11 for a distancebetweenthe entryfix and metering |
fix of 75 n.mi. The influenceof the wind is evengreaterwhen this dis-
If
is increased. Note thatwith the approximationsused for Eq. 22, the itance
i
sidewind has no effecton the ground speed;thus the calculatedprofile
descent is the same as that with no wind. |
lIt was found that non-standard atmospheric temperatures have a signi-
ficant effecton calculatedprofiledescents. For the B-737aircraft |
Iapproachingthe Denverairport,profiledescentswere calculatedfor sea-
level temperaturesof 59° F (standardday) and 80° F (hot day). Again,the m
distancebetweenthe entry and meteringfixeswas 76 n.mi.,a requiredtime i
of 702 sec and a descentMach numberof Md = 0.67were specifiedfor each
case. Inorder to satisfythe end conditions,the CASd had to be 290 kts I
for the standarcLdayand 267 kts for the hot day. The resultsare given
I
in Table 4-6. mI
I
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Table 4-6. Effect of hot day on profile descent. I
STANDARDAY HOTDAY i
SEGMENT
NUMBER At i (sec) ASi (n.mi.) At i (sec) ASi (n.mi.) I
I 39.7 3.70 13.2 1.18
2 89.7 9.28 278.0 27.38 I
3 271.0 28.03 140.7 14.79
4 54.8 5.91 55.0 6.20 I5 244.9 29.10 216.9 26.49
TOTAL 700. i 76.02 703.8 76.04 I
Note the differences in the individual segments. It is also of interest i
to note that the fuel consumed for the standard-day profile descent was
499 I b, whereas it was 467 I b for the hot day. These results show that the i
non-standard atmospheric effects are important and should be included in
the calculations, l
4.1.4 Optimal Md/CASd Combination for MinimumFuel. - For fixed
end conditions, there are normally an infinite number of Md/CASd combina- I
tions which could be used to fly the profile descent between the entry and
metering fixes. Ref. 7 discusses optimal values of CASd for minimum fuel I
consumedwhen the entire descent is performed at constant calibrated air-
speed. An investigation was madehere to determine the optimal combination I
of Md/CASd which requires minimum fuel. The computer algorithm calcu-
lates the fuel consumed for each profile descent possible for increments in
Md of 0.01 for Mmin <M d <__Mmax. For each value of Md there is only one l
value of CASd that will satisfy the required end conditions. Then the
computer progr_n determines the Md/CASd combination which requires minimum l
fuel consumption. Results for the B-737 flying the profile descent des-
cribed above with AST0T = 75 n.mi. and no wind are shown on Fig. 4-12. l
This figure shows that the differences in total fuel consumption are small,
!
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and hence someother criteria would probably be more important in the de- •
termination of the Md/CASd combination. An alternative criterion used in i
the computer program is the determination of the combination of Md/CASd i
for which the difference between the desired metering-fix arrival time and
minimum arrival time is 30%of the span of time control at that value of
Md. The 30% proportionality constant was chosen based on the assumptions
that delay, rather than advancement, is prevalent. This scheme allows some
flexibility to compensate for deviations from the predicted profile and/or
subsequent changes in the desired metering-fix arrival time generated by m
terminal dynamics. Obviously, this flexibility decreases as the aircraft i
approaches the metering fix.
!
4.1.5 Delay Capabilities. - Due to constantly changing conditions
near an airport, it is necessary to know how much time a flight might be idelayed at some point in the profile descent and still fly a clean configu-
ration/idle thrust trajectory to the metering fix. Calculations were per- •
mformed for the B-737 approaching the Denver airport to determine the maxi-
mumdelay capability at every position in the profile descent. At any i
position before or in the profile descent this r_quires changes in the re- i
maining segments that will consume the maximumtime to arrive at the mete-
ring fix at the prescribed altitude and calibrated airspeed there. The ii
difference between the maximumtime and the time required for the original
profile descent is the maximumdelay capability at that position.
Fig. 4-13 shows the maximumdelay capability as a function of time from the
metering fix. Prior to arriving at the entry fix, a delay could be
achieved by initiating the profile descent before the original entry fix. i
For the profile descent planned originally in Fig. 4-13, a maximumdelay of
i
133 sec is possible when 800 sec from the metering fix. While in Segment I
i
5, a maximumdelay of 103 sec is available and this value does not change
until Segment 4 begins because the deceleration could be continued beyond ithe planned end-of Segment 5. In Segment 4, the constant speed segment,
the maximumdelay capability decreases rapidly to virtually none at the end •
mof Segment 4.
I
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It was found that the maximumdelay capability available after the J
descent wasbegun (after Segment4) was very small. This fact, coupled
with the additional work load on the pilot to make changes during the i
descent, led to the decision to restrict profile changes to those segments
before the descent segments.
i
4.1.6 Comparison with Flight Simulator. - A profile descent was flown i
on the NASA/LRCB-737 TCV simulator and the results were compared with the m
computational results from the computer algorithm described herein. In •
order to compare with the simulator time and distance for each segment, the m
profile descent was calculated from the conditions listed below: i
(I) Cruise conditions of W : 85,000 Ib, h : 34,000 ft, M = 0.78
(2) Descend with Md/CASd = 0.78/280 kts to h = I0,000 ft H
(3) Decelerate from CAS: 280 kts to 250 kts at I0,000 ft i
(4) Descend to 6,000 ft at 250 kts •
m(5) Decelerate from 250 kts to 210 kts at 6,000 ft
The idle thrust used in the simulator was different from that shown in i
Fig. 4-2. Therefore, the idle thrust used in the calculations was changed
to duplicate that in tile simulator. The results are shown in the table Hibelow.
Table 4-7. Comparison of calculated and flight simulator profile descent, i
SEGMENT Atsim(Sec) AtcaI (sec) ASsim(ft ) AScaI (ft) I
Descent at Md = 0.78 25 24.6 18,760 18,814 i
Descent at CASd = 280 kts 587 598.6 379,368 387,145
Deceleration at I0,000 ft 27 26.3 13,772 13,535 •
Descent at CAS- 250 kts 136 148.8 64,646 70,466
Deceleration at 6,000 ft 51 39.9 21_273 16,857 Di
TOTAL 826 838.2 497,819 506,817
!
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The calculated total time and distance was within 2% of the simulator re-
I sults. An investigation of each segment shows that the calculated resultsfor the descent at Md = 0.78 and deceleration at I0,000 ft segments compare
well with the corresponding results from the simulator. However, the
I descent segments at constant CASand the deceleration segment at 6,000 ft
did not compare nearly so well with the simulator results. Part of the
I differences noted for the two descent could be attributedsegments to the
transition at the beginning and end of these segments. The computer algo-
l rithm assumes instant transition. The larger part of the differencesbetween calculated results and simulator results can be traced to pilot
technique which produces speeds and flight path angles different from the
I prescribed values.
Of particular note is the effect of flight path angle on the decelera-
I tion segment at 6,000 ft. The simulator results show y : 0.44 ° at the
beginning and Y : -1.57 ° at the end of this segment, whereas the desired
I path is Y : O. Eq. 1 gives the deceleration as
dV = _ (F-D) - g sin Y
i dt W "
Normally the last term on the right would be small compared to the first
I 'term for small values of _'. However, the first term is small here because
of idle thrust and the relatively low speed (250 kts CAS). The table below
I shows the magnitude of these two terms for the beginning and end of this isegment.
I Table 4-8. Comparison of values for deceleration.
!
POSITION Y 9(F-D)/W -9 sin Y dV/dt
I beginning _0.44 ° -1.22 kt/sec -0.15 kt/sec -1.37 kt/sec
I end -1.57 ° -1.08 kt/sec +0.52 kt/sec -0.56 kt/sec
!
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Note that the flight path angle at the end of this segment produces an •
acceleration (0.52 kt/sec) which is nearly the samemagnitude as the i
deceleration (-0.56 kt/sec). If the resuits above are corrected for Y : O, i
the simulator results for time and distance in this last segment are very
close to the value calculated here. Depending on pilot technique, it is n
possible for the regions of positive Y to compensate for the regions of
negative Y over a deceleration segment; thus producing the same effect as
Y: 0 throughout the segment.
4.2 Profile Descent for Heavy-Class of Aircraft i
n
Previous results were for the B-737 airplane. In this section a pro- n
file descent is described for an aircraft whose characteristics are similar
to the B-747 aircraft. The pertinent input data to the computer program niare given below:
Table 4-9. Input data for heavy-class aircraft profile descent, i
W : 500,000 Ib
S : 5,500 ft 2 n
TO : 519° R
POI = 2116.2 Ib/ft 2 •
HC : 40,000 ft
HFMAX= 23,000 ft i
HFMIN = 19,000 ft i
HAP = 9,000 ft
DAP = 36.7 n.mi. N
n
DSC = 21.2 n.mi.
VCAP : 170 kts •
VCSC : 210 kts
VCMF = 250 kts
AMC = 0.85 i
DSTOT : 76.049 n.mi.
TREQ = 675 sec i
KSEQ = 0
NOWIND I
n
5o m
I For this case, the distance from the entry fix to the metering fix is about
the same as that for one of the B-737 cases (76.049 n.mi.). The cruise
I conditionsat the entryfix are Mc = 0.85and hc = 40,000ft. A profile
descentwas requiredto fly the aircraftfrom the entry fix to the metering
I fix, where the altitude window is 19,000 to 23,000ft ft and the calibrated
airspeed is 250 kts, and arrive there in 675 sec. The aim point is 36.7
I n.mi. from the metering fix at an altitude of 9,000 ft and the speed there
is 170 kts. A speed control segment is allowed with a calibrated airspeed
i of 210 kts.From the conditions specified at the metering fix and aim point, the
computer algorithm calculated a metering-fix altitude of 22,753 ft. Then
I Md/CASd = 0.69/296 kts was determined as one combination which would allow
the aircraft to arrive at the metering fix at the prescribed time of 675
I sec. The additional time required to fly from the metering fix to the aim
point was 526 sec.
I Results for this profile descent are shown graphically in Fig. 4-14.This figure shows the rate of descent, descent angle, and altitude as a
function of time measured from the entry fix. The rate of descent varies
I nearly linearly with time (and hence altitude) in those segments where des-
cent is performed at constant calibrated airspeed. However, the rate of
I descent did not with time or altitude for Segment 3change monotonically
(constant Mach descent). These characteristics for the rate of descent
I were found to hold for other aircraft as well. Therefore, the approximate
relations given earlier by Eqs. 43 and 45 are justified. It is also oh-
• servedthatIY I< 6° and idY/dtlis smallwhich verifiesthe approximations| used in Eq. 9. AlthoughYand dY/dtare discontinuousat the end pointsof
descentsegments,it was observedin the comparisonwith the flightsimula-
I tor that the effect of these approximations on the arrival times at the
metering fix and aim point are small. Fig. 4-14 also indicates that flight
I times for a larger aircraft like the B-747 are comparable to those of the
B-737 for profi4e descents.
!
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l 4.3 Results Using Approximate Relations
I To assess the accuracy of the approximate relations given in Eqs. 37
through 46 to calculate At i and ASi, profile descents were calculated and
l the results are compared below with those from the computer algorithm. The
results presented here are for the portion of the flight from the entry fix
I to the metering fix.
I EXAMPLE1: B-737 - hc = 35,000 ft, Mc = 0.78, hmf = 19,500 ft,
i CASap= 250 kts, ASToT = 76.049 n.mi., ntre q 650 sec,0 = 238 ° , winds in Fig. 4-7, Md/CASd = 0.76/324 kts,
I TO = 540° R, Po = 2116.2 Ib/ft 2
l Table 4-10. Comparison of calculated and approximate results for B-737.
I At i (sec) ASi (n.mi.)
SEGMENT COMPUTER APPROX. COMPUTER APPROX.
!
5 8.63 8.38 1.04 1.00
I 4 303.28 307.51 36.04 36.243 155.51 156.45 18.80 18.80
I 2 112.93 112.65 13.36 13.27I 68.50 67.41 6.82 6.74
I TOTAL 648.85 652.40 76.06 76.05
!
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EXAMPLE2: B-747 - Samecase as listed under Table 4-9. i
I
Table4-11. Comparisonof calculatedand approximateresultsfor heavy-
class aircrafto i
At i (sec) ASi (n.mi.) ISE_IENT COMPUTER APPROX. COMPUTER APPROX.
5 81.4 79.4 10.01 9.74 i
4 130.9 134.6 14.39 14.80
3 381.7 43.02 42.93 i383.3
i
2 25.9 25.9 2.98 2.98
1 53.3 52.9 5.64 5.59 i
TOTAL 674.8 674.5 76.04 76.04
I
Note that the total distance is the input value in each case because AS4 •
is calculated such that the total distance is always correct. The results
above show that the approximate equations Comparewell with the computer I
calculations. However, the rates of descent and decelerations at the end I
points of each segment were calculated from the sameequations as those
used in the computer program. Only the region between the end points was i
approximated. Whenapproximate expressions for the rate of descent,
i
similar to those used in Refs. 2 and 3, were used significant errors would i
result in some cases. For the B-737 profile descent described in Fig. 15
of Ref. 2, hc : 35,000 ft. Mc = 0.78, Md : 0.62, CASd = 250 kts = CASmf, i
and hmf = 19,500 ft. The rate of descent and time for Segment 3
(Md:O.62) calculated using the data of Ref. I are compared with results •
using the approximate relations given by Ref. 2: l
I
I
I
$4 I
I CALCULATEDFROM
CALCULATEDFROM APPROXIMATEQUATIONS
I PARAMETER DATAIN REF. 1 IN REF. 2
I rate of descent (avg) -2,185 ft/min -2,638 ft/min
I At3 257 sec 213 sec
I The time required for Segment 3 is in error by 44 sec out of 257 sec.
Upon reviewing Figure 4 in Ref. 2, it was observed that Md = 0.62 is
I near the lower end of the curve where the curve-fit error.could be in
When the approximateequationsof Ref.2 were appliedto the profiledes-
I cent described above in Example 1, the results compared favorably with the
present results. For Segment 3 (Md = 0.76) in that example, a comparison
i of the two methods is given below: CALCULATEDFROM
CALCULATEDFROI4 APPROXIMATEQUATIONS
I PARAMETER DATAIN REF. I IN REF. 2
rate of descent at be- -3341 ft/min -3329 ft/min
I ginning of Segment 3
rate of descent at -4320 ft/min -4523 ft/min
end of Segment 3
I At3 156 sec 150 sec
I This favorable is obtained because the curve-fit parameter incomparison
Figure 4 of Ref. 2 is close to calculated values for Md = 0.76, whereas
I the inaccurate value was found for Md = 0.62 in that figure.
I
I
I
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I 5.0 CONCLUSIONS
I
The following conclusions are drawn from the results obtained in this
I report :
i (1) Uncertainty in descent Mach number had the largest influence onthe time required to fly a profile descent, whereas weight had an
i insignificant influence.
(2) A greater span of control is available when the initial decelera-
I tion at cruise altitude occurs before the constant speed segment
as opposed to reversing these two segments.
I (3) Wind and non-standard atmospheric properties have a large effect A
on the time involved in a profile descent and therefore should be I
I included in the calculations.
I (4) The optimal combination of descent Mach and calibrated airspeed
for minimum fuel consumedproduces only small savings in fuel. A
I combination based on flexibility for scheduling seems preferable.
I (5) Significant delay capability may be available before the initialdescent begins, whereas very little is available while in the
i descent. Considering the extra work load on the flight crew, itis r commendedthat profile change commandsbe given befo the
descent begins.
I
(6) Profile descent parameters for heavier aircraft (like the B-747)
I are similar to those of the B-737.
I
I
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I
(7) Errors from using the point-mass trajectory equations and i
neglecting the transition at the ends of a segment were found to ibe small. Calculated results compared reasonably well with those
from a B-737 flight simulator. I
(8) The calculations for time and distance in a segment can be sim-
plified by using approximate relations for the integrals invol- I
ving the rates of descent and deceleration. However, curve fits
to the rates of descent and deceleration were found to be inaccu- I
rate in some cases. These rates can be calculated accurately
from the point-mass equations. I
l
i t
l
l
l
l
l
l
I
I
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I APPENDIXA
I Pressure and Temperature Variation with Altitude
In the stratosphere (below 36,089 ft) the standard temperature is
I taken to be (Ref. 4):
I T : To - ah (A-I)
where To is sea-level temperature and _ is the temperature lapse rate.
I On a standard day
T = 519°R (288°K)o
I and
: 3.56616 x 10-3 °R/ft
!
The pressure is related to the temperature, and hence altitude, by the
I rel ation
( )5"256114 (To - _h)5"256114i p : T _ (A-2)Po _ To
I where Po is sea-level pressure.As noted by Knox and Cannon (Ref. 2), nonstandard temperatures and
pressure affect several Mach numbers, airspeed, and altitude relations used
I in this report. It is assumedthat the temperature lapse rate, _, used in
Eq. A-I is not affected by nonstandard days and that only the sea-level
I temperature, TO, changes. Eq. A-2 still holds except must be replacedPo1
by Po, the nonstandard sea-level pressure.
I For altitudes greater than 36,089 ft, the standard temperature remains
constant at TI (temperature at 36,089 ft). In this region, the standard
I pressure is given by Ref. 4 as
I P--- = exp [-g(h-36,089)/RT I] (A-3)Pl
I where Pl is the pressure given by Eq. A-2 at 36,089 ft altitude.
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I
I APPENDIXB
i Mach Number, True, and Calibrated Airspeed Relations
These relations were obtained from Ref. 4. The Mach number is defined
I
" V (B-Z)
i M :
where a is the local speed of sound,
I a : _FY'_-, (B-2)
I Here Y ratio of specific heats (1.4 for air), and R is the gas con-i s the
stant for air,
I R = 1716 ft2/sec 2 / °R
I At subsonic speeds, the ratio of Pitot pressure (pt) to static pres-
i sure (p) is related to the Mach number by
pt L
i This equation can be rearranged to yield 1
Pt - p + L Pt
I where ----7--- I was substituted for-_-because airspeed indicators nor-
mally measure (Pt - P) instead of Pt alone. Substitute M from Eq. B-I
B-4 to
i into Eq. obtain the true airspeed squared as
I
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I
Since typical airspeed indicators do not measure a2 and p individually, i
they are calibrated using sea-level values for these parameters. With
these replacements, the calibrated airspeed squared is obtained from I
Eq. B-5 as
z 2
The calibrated airspeed differs from true airspeed everywhere except at sea
Ievel• I
True airspeed can be calculated from calibrated airspeed by substitu-
ting for (Pt - P) from Eq. B-6 into Eq. B-5 to get I
p p - 2 _ g-
V2 = 2 a 1- -_-+_ (1+ Y-_- CA--So_ -i I
•(B-l)-(_qi-)-
v v t _ a° ) ] )
Divide this equation by a2 to obtain I
-..,._.,
Eqs. 1-7 and B-8 relate Mach number, true, and calibrated airspeed. The I
Po
pressure ratio -_- is obtained from Eq. A-2 as a function of altitude• Note Ithat Po and ao must be standard sea-level values even though the actual
sea-level values may be nonstandard• I
Cross-Over A1titude
i
The cross-over altitude is the altitude which gives the cross-over
point from the constant Mach descent in Segment 3 to the constant cali- I
brated airspeed-descent in Segment 2. Substitude P_oofrom Eq. A-2 into
Eq. B-8 and solve for the cross-over altitude as: I
!
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I 1
- 5.256114
I (1 +Y'I CAS2 g-I
I To 1 - (B-9)hx - _ _- •
/-I 1 + Y-1 M2 T-IT -1\
I For nonstandard days, the term in square brackets above must be multi-
plied by:
5.256114
!
to account for nonstandard sea-level pressure in Eq. A-2. Eq. B-9 is
I restricted to hx < 36,089 ft.
If hx > 36,089 ft, eq. (A-3) must be used to obtain the cross-over
I altitude as
hx = 36,089 ft + _ _n (B-IO)g
I Wilere
I Pl Pl PO
i P PO P
II _oand Eq. B-8 is used to obtain P for prescribed values of M and CAS.
I
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APPENDIXC I
Relations for dV/dh in Descent Segments I
I
The rate of climb is given by Eq. 7 which requires a relation for
dV/dh. This relation is different for constant M and CASsegments. When II
the calibrated airspeed is maintained constant, differentiate Eq. B-7 with
respect to altitude, using Eqs. A-l, A-2, and B-2 to obtain: I
[ o__i ldV aV 5.256114 a R Po 1 - Po + Po (1 -z CAS2_ _ . +y_.Z __.dh _ V P L P P t a
[ /, __ Ic,l Ix 1 - 1 +Y-1 CAS2
• t, _7) I
When the Mach numberis maintainedconstant;differentiateEq. B-l, am
using Eqs. B-2 and A-1 to obtain: I
_v ov Id_ = -2_ (C-2)
Eqs. C-1 and C-2 are valid for h < 36,089 ft. I
For h > 36,089 ft, T = T1 = constant and Eq. A-3 must be used in I
place of Eq. A-2. For constant calibrated airspeed Eq. C-I must be
replaced by I
I
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I
, ;]idV -g PO PO PO I Y--1 CA_._0_21Y-1I .... +-- i+dh V p I - P P 2 (c-3)
' I < /1x I - I +Y--I CAS2 --I| _ o_ .
I Whenthe Machnumber is constant Eq. C-2 must be replaced by
| _v
d--h = 0 (C-4)! for h > 36,089 ft.
I
!
!
!
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I
APPENDIXD
Description of Computer Program I
The input data required to calculate the profile descent are: I
W : weight (Ib) IS = wing reference area (ft 2)
TO = sea-level temperature (°R) I
POI = sea-level pressure (Ib/ft 2)
HC = cruise altitude (ft) I
HFMAX= maximummetering-fix altitude (ft)
HFMIN = minimum metering-fix altitude (ft) I
HAP : aim-point altitude (ft) I
DAP = distance from metering fix to aim point (n.mi.)
DSC : distance from metering fix to speed control segment (n.mi.) I
VCAP = calibrated airspeed at aim point (kts)
VCSC = calibrated airspeed for speed control (kts) I
VCMF = calibrated airspeed at metering fix (kts) IAMC = cruise Mach number
AMMAX= maximumMach number for aircraft in descent _I
_IMIN : minimumMach number for aircraft in descent
VCMX = maximumcalibrated airspeed for aircraft in descent (kts) I
VCMN = minimum calibrated airspeed for aircraft in descent (kts)
DSTOT = ground distance from entry fix to metering fix (n.mi.) I
HDGTRK= track heading from entry fix to metering fix (deg) I
TREQ : time required to travel from metering fix to entry fix (sec)
KSEQ = flag; 0 for profile descent as described in this report, I for ISegments 4 and 5 reversed
I
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WOMEGA= surface wind speed at airport (kts)
I WRHO= wind speed gradient at airport (kts/ft)
WPSl = surface wind direction at airport (deg)
I WGAM= wind direction gradient at airport (deg/ft)
I WSPDB= wind speed biasWDIRB = wind direction bias
I GROUND= altitude of airport above mean sea level (ft)
WGA2 = wind speed at cruise altitude (kts)
I WRH02 = wind speed gradient at cruise altitude (kts/ft)
WPSI2 = wind direction at cruise altitude (deg)
I WGAM2= wind direction gradient at cruise altitude (deg/ft)
I HWP = altitude separating two-gradient wind profile (ft)
i Data: Coefficient CD function of Mach numberDrag Drag as aand lift coefficient (CL).
I Idle-Thrust Data: Engine Thrust (THRUST)as a function of altitude (H)andMachnumber (AM).
i Fuel Flow Rate: Flow Rate (Ib/sec) of fuel as a function of altitude(H), Mach number (AM) and thrust. This information is
required only if fuel consumption is desired in the cal-
culation.
I The flowchart for the calculations is given on Figure D-I, and the
i data printed from the computer program are:
i. Input data!
2. DAP(MAX) =- maximumdistance from metering fix to aim point (n.mi.)
i DT(MAX) = maximumtime for above (sec)
DAP(MIN) = minimumdistance (n.mi.)
I DT(MIN) = minimum time (sec)
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FigureD-I. Flowchartfor profiledescents.
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I
3. ASi, Ati for i = 1A, 2A, 3A, and 4A
I hsc = altitudefor speedcontrol(ft)
I 4. For Min< Md <Mmax,
atmax atmi n (sec)
I iterationsfor Md/CASd computationCASd (kts)
hmf (ft) hx (ft)
I ASi (n.mi.),Ati (sec),and AWf,i (Ibs)for i = 1, ...,5
I 5. Influencecoefficients
l
l
l
l
l
l
I
l
I
l
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